In this paper, we introduce a type of fast information hided Jacket transform based on factorization algorithm. The resulted matrix shows that some hided information can be used in the proposed transform for communication signal processing or security system.
Introduction
The Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) and discrete Fourier transform (DFT) are widely used in signal processing, image processing and error correcting codes. Recently, Lee introduced Jacket transform which is multiphase (or multilevel) generalization of the WHT and DFT [1, 2, 3] . The former admit a recursive factorization into Kronecker products which can determine a fast transform similar to that of the WHT. Further a generalized Jacket transform including both the WHT and a variant of the DFT for signals is described in [1] . Different from the conventional matrices and transform, Jacket defines the inverse matrix is from an elementwise inverse and transpose for its matrices family. The results show that almost existing fast transforms, such as DFT, WHT, belong to the Jacket family, and these matrices can be widely used for cryptography and communications systems [1] . Definition: A Jacket matrix of size n m has nonzero elements and its inverse form is only from the entrywise inverse and transpose, such as,
and its inverse is
where C is a normalized value for this matrix, and T is the transpose of the matrix.
Fast Jacket Algorithm
There are various Jacket transforms [6] , in this paper, we just introduce a type of Jacket matrices which are extended from Hadamard matrices.
At first, the order-4 of this matrix can be defined by 
obviously, this Jacket matrix is symmetric, and it's inverse is from entrywise inverse and transpose.
Thus, the higher order ,
The fast factorization scheme for Jacket transform is 
By using the result of (8), the fast algorithm for the inverse of this Jacket matrix can be easily obtained by
since the inverse of the Jacket matrix is only from the entryinverse, we just take place of
in (8). Similarly, the higher order cases can be easily written by using the Kronecker product and (8) [5] .
Information Hided Jacket Transform
Now we investigate the information hided Jacket transform, it is a more general Jacket case, which includes two additional weighted factors as shown in [2] . The information hided Jacket matrix 
where 2 1 , w w are additional nonzero weighted factors, which can be used for information hiding. Therefore a general fast algorithm can be similarly written by 
thus we obtain 
which includes two additional weighted factors. Obviously, the inverse of this matrix could be presented as 
